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Abstract� In this paper� we establish a Front Tracking method to solve Rayleigh�Taylor �RT� and Richtmyer�
Meshkov �RM� Instabilities in axi�symmetric cylindrical and spherical geometries� Validation is carried out
by comparing the computed single mode bubble velocity with various theoretical models and experimental
results� We also validate our results by comparing three di�erent front propagation algorithms� mesh re�
�nement and the comparison of the asymptotic limit of the minimum radius rmin � � to a pure planar
computation in two dimensions� In the cylindrical RT simulations� we study the in�uence of the geometry
on the bubble velocities� We achieve convergence of bubble velocities as the minimum radius rmin � �� We
observe an interesting monotonic dependence of the bubble velocity on rmin� For the RM simulations� we
perform a detailed study of the growth rate of �ngers at an unstable shell driven by an imploding spherical
shock� A qualitative understanding of this system has been achieved� We observe that the rotational or
translational symmetry of initial axi�symmetric perturbations will not be preserved in our curved geometry
simulations� These symmetries of the planar Euler equations are not symmetries of the axi�symmetric equa�
tions due to the symmetry breaking presence of the radial source term� This symmetry breaking is thus a
distinctive feature of axi�symmetric �ows� not present in the case of rectangular geometry�

�� Introduction

The Rayleigh�Taylor �RT� and Richtmyer�Meshkov �RM� instabilities in three dimensions are a challenge
due to the inherent di�culty of their accurate simulation and the scienti�c interest in the chaotic �uid �ows
they produce� The Rayleigh�Taylor instability is a �ngering instability of an interface between two �uids
of di�erent densities� It occurs when the light �uid is pushing the heavy �uid� The Richtmyer�Meshkov
instability occurs when a shock wave passes an interface between two �uids of di�erent densities� The RT
and RM instabilitis arise in the evolution of a supernova and in inertial con�nement fusion	 and are thus of
fundamental importance to science and technology�

Experiment	 simulation and theory have been studied extensively in planer geometry 
��	 ��	 �	 ���	
��	 ��	 ��	 ��	 �	 ��	 ��	 �	 ��	 ��	 ��	 �	 	 �	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ���� However RT and RM instabilities occur
in three dimensional curved geometry in physical applications such as those mentioned above� Curved
geometry complicates the system due to shock convergence and re�ection from the origin� In this paper	 we
develop numerical methods to compute a class of three dimensional axi�symmeric RT and RM �ows in both
cylindrical and spherical geometries� Axi�symmetric simulations greatly reduce the computational e�ort	
since the underlying simulations are two rather than three dimensional� They preserve	 however	 some of
the three dimensional physical features missing in two dimensional planar simulations�

The Front Tracking method we use for computing RT and RM simulations is an adaptive computational
method in which a lower dimensional moving grid is �t to and follows the dynamical evolution of distinguished
waves in a �uid �ow� In this paper	 we are interested in the evolution of a material interface �contact front�
separating �uids of distinct densities� The ideas of Front Tracking can be described brie�y as follows�
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We project the front dynamics into normal and tangential directions	 which are thus split into two one�
dimensional problems accordingly� The problem in the normal direction is a non�local Riemann problem�
After updating the states on each side of the discontinuity	 we move the front point by the computed wave
speed� Secondly we solve the problem in the tangential direction� Since this is a smooth problem	 we use
the Lax�Wendro� or MUSCL schemes to update the states along each side of the front� Finally we update
the states in the interior smooth region using the Lax�Wendro� or MUSCL algorithms with the front data
as a boundary condition� By tracking discontinous waves one can include explicitly jumps in the variables
across the waves and keep all discontinuities perfectly sharp� Thus we never perform �nite di�erencing across
the front� Therefore the main advantage of the Front Tracking method is that it completely eliminates the
numerical di�usion that is inherent in any standard �nite�di�erence method� This statement applies to
mass di�usion as well as to interfacial vorticity	 which is a leading contribution to numerical dissipation�
In addition	 the nonlinear instability and post�shock oscillations common to other methods are reduced by
explicitly tracking the front� This method has been proved very robust in rectangular geometry 
����
����

We validate our RT simulations through comparison of the terminal bubble velocity to both experiments
and theoretical predictions for the case A � �	 M� � �� The validation is di�cult for the following reasons�
First	 our simulations show that when the bubble reaches terminal velocity	 the velocity becomes oscillatory
for large Atwood numbers� Another challenge is that as the compressibility M� goes to zero the time step
becomes extremely small	 which increases the computing time� Extrapolation of these predictions to A � �
introduces futher uncertainty� Therefore some discrepancy between theory and simulation is unavoidable in
practice�

The simulation of RM instability in spherical geometry is also di�cult� In addition to the usual di�culties
for RM instability in planar geometry	 spherical geometry complicates the RM instability due to the following
features of curved geometry in three dimensions� First when transmitted shock moves toward the origin	
a pressure singularity is generated at the origin� Consequently a re�ected shock wave is generated from
the origin� The convergence of curved geometry to the origin makes the experiment unstable� Secondly
since the source term is ����r�	 the numerical error is sensitive when r � �� Therefore special treatment
is needed to avoid numerical unstability� Thirdly	 asymmetry	 which we will discuss later	 imposes an
additional unstabilty to the simulation� Finally	 the refraction of shock through a contact interface in three
dimensions is an extremely complicated interaction which generats a complicated wave structure� The result
of these factors makes the spike and bubble velocities �therefore the growth rate of the interface perturbation�
unstable and sensitive to amplitude	 Mach number of the shock	 Atwood number	 boundary signals	 the grid
size	 locations of shock and contact surface	 etc�

In order to achieve a stable spike and bubble velocity	 we used the following methods� For the boundary
conditions	 we use a re�ecting boundary condition at r � rmin � �	 and Dirichlet �ow through conditions
on the other three boundaries� The idea of a �ow through boundary condition can be brie�y described as
follows� In order to update the boundary state	 we imagine there exists a far �eld state which is de�ned
by the extrapolation of the states near the boundary point� Then we solve the Rieman problem using the
interior state near the boundary and the extrapolated far �eld state and retain only the incoming waves� A
�ow through boundary is thus time�dependent� It is equivalent to an open boundary and an in�nitely large
domain� All waves will propagate out of the domain and no boundary signal will be re�ected back at least
theoretically�

Since the major di�culty of the computation is in the region r � �	 a special treatment near r � rmin is
critical for the success of the simulation� We choose rmin � ��r� Then rmin � � as �r � �� Our numerical
experiments show that � � � gives satisfactory results for spherical geometry and that � can be reduced to
��� for cylindrical geometry� For the re�ecting boundy at rmin	 we re�ect the states about r � rmin to an
extended domain for ��� mesh blocks� The extended domain may cross the r � �� In that case	 negative
r�coordinate values occur	 which are unphysical� There are several ways to compute the source term O���r�
when r is negative� One way is to take its absolute value	 i�e	 re�ect about r � �� The second way is to
replace r by max�r� rmin�� We �nd the following method gives the best result� We re�ect r about r � rmin	
i�e� rnew � �rmin� rold	 to compute the souce term O���rnew�� We �nd the use of linear arti�cial viscosity is
also important in order to control instabilties� We choose �w�x��r as the coe�cient of the linear viscosity
term	 where w�x� is the maximal wave speed at the point x and �r is the mesh size� Our experiments show
� � ���� to ��� gives satisfactory results� Front Tracking requires state values at non�mesh points for the
purpose of normal front propagation� For this purpose interpolation is required� We �nd the interpolation
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method is also a factor to a�ect the quality of the simulation� We perform linear interpolation on r times
the interpolated quantities	 which we call the volume averaged states interpolation method� Note in axi�
symmetric simulations	 the density � is not a conserved quantity	 whereas r � � is conserved� The same
argument holds for the momenton ��v and the total energy density �E�

The main purpose of this paper is to validate the Front Tracking simulation code for studies of spherical
shock waves� In doing this we discovered a distinctive �ow structure near the rotational axis due to special
e�ects associated with the axi�symmetric assumptions� The second result of the paper is the observation
that the convergence of the RT bubble velocities is monotone increasing as rmin � �� The paper is orga�
nized as follows� In Section �	 by introducing the cylindrical coordinate system �r� z� ��	 we formulate the
three�dimensional conservation law equations by exploiting rotational symmetry to allow reduction to two di�
mensional equations with additional source terms in a domain r � rmin� In Section �	 three front propagation
algorithms are developed� These algorithms extended the Front Tracking method to solve three dimensional
axi�symmetric �uid instability problems for the �rst time� In Section �	 we simulate the Rayleigh�Taylor
instabilty in cylindrical geometry� The e�ects of curved geometry	 grid size and Atwood number on bubble
velocity are investigated� We compared three di�erent algorithms for front propagation and achieved very
good agreement� We also compare our numerical value of the terminal bubble velocity with several theo�
retical predictions and laboratory experiments� Our numerical results approximately lie within the range
of the theoretical and experimental values� Since the formulas to which the simulations are compared are
doubly extrapolated �from zero compressibility and from Atwood number A � �� and since they are themself
approximate	 a small discrepancy is unavoidable� In Section �	 we study the Richtmyer�Meshkov instability
for three�dimensional axi�symmetric �ow in both cylindrical and spherical geometries� A detailed study
is presented for the RM instability driven by spherical shocks� We investigate the convergent geometry	
reshock dynamics and phase�inversion phenomenon by analysing the �r� z� cross�sectional front evolution	
growth rate and amplitude of the interface perturbation as time� We observe spikes which are axisymmetric
but which break spherical rotation symmetry near the north and south poles of the sphere� We show this
asymmetry property is unique to axi�symmetric �ow by conducting RM simulations in cylindrical geometry
and by recovering of symmetry when rmin ��� The �nal section is reserved for conclusions and discussion�

�� Formulation

The three dimensional Euler equations for a compressible	 inviscid gas can be written as

�t �r � ���v� � �� �����

���v�t �r � ���v � �v� �rp � ��g� �����

��E�t �r � ��E�v � p�v� � ��v � �g� �����

where � is the mass density of the �uid	 �v is the �uid velocity	 E � e� �
�
�v ��v is the total speci�c energy with

the speci�c internal energy e	 p is the pressure and �g is the gravity	 which we will take as pointing in the �e�
directing	 i�e� vertically upwards�

We introduce cylindrical coordinates �r� �� z� by the transformation�

x � r cos ��

y � r sin ��

z � z�

Let �e� � ��� �� ��	 �e� � ��� �� ��	 �e� � ��� �� �� be the unit vector basis for the rectangular coordinate

system� Let ��r� ��� �z� be the unit vector basis for the rotational coordinate system de�ned by

�r � �e� cos � � �e� sin ��

�� � ��e� sin � � �e� cos ��

�z � �e��

Let �v � v��r � v��z � v��� and �g � g��r � g��z � g���� Assuming rotational symmetry of the solution �	 ��v	 �E
of �����������	 v� � �	 g� � � and the system is independent of �� Under rotational symmetry and using this
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rotational coordinate system the equations �����	 �����	 ����� can be transformed to�

�t � ��v��r � ��v��z � ��

r
�v�� �����

��v��t � ��v���r � ��v�v��z � pr � ��

r
�v�� � �g�� �����

��v��t � ��v�v��r � ��v���z � pz � ��

r
�v�v� � �g�� �����

��E�t � ��Ev��r � ��Ev��z � �pv��r � �pv��z � ��

r
�Ev� � �

r
pv� � ��g�v� � g�v��� ����

Let �N � N��r �N��z	 �T � T��r � T��z be the normal and tangential unit vectors at some point on the front�

Then �v can be rewritten as �v � vN �N � vT �T 	 v� � vNN�� vTT� and �g � gN �N � gT �T � The projection of the
equations ���������� onto the normal direction can be written as

�t �
	

	N
��vN � � ��

r
�vNN�� �����

��vN �t �
	

	N
��v�N � p� � ��

r
�v�NN� � �gN � �����

��vT �t �
	

	N
��vNvT � � ��

r
�vT vNN�� ������

��E�t �
	

	N
��EvN � �

	

	N
�pvN � � ��

r
�EvNN� �

�

r
pvNN� � �gNvN � ������

A corresponding non�conservation form of these equations is

�t �
	

	N
��vN � � ��

r
�vNN�� ������

�vN �t � vN
	vN
	N

�
�

�

	p

	N
� gN � ������

�vT �t � vN
	vT
	N

� �� ������

et � vN
	e

	N
�
p

�

	vN
	N

� �pvNN�

�r
� ������

From ������ we see that the tangential velocity vT is conserved on the contact front� The equations projected

onto the tangential direction �T can be similarly written�
Let 
� � vN � c	 
� � vN � c	 
� � vN be the eigenspeeds of the normal equation ������������ and c be

the sound speed� Then the characteristic equation for the system ������������ on the front can be written as

dvN
d
�

� � �

�c

dp

d
�
�
�
cvNN�

r
� gN

�
� ������

dvN
d
�

�
�

�c

dp

d
�
�

�
cvNN�

r
� gN

�
� �����

dp

d
�
� c�

d�

d
�
� ������

dvT
d
�

� �� ������

where d�d
� � 	�	t� 
�	�	N 	 d�d
� � 	�	t� 
�	�	N 	 d�d
� � 	�	t� 
�	�	N 	 and ������ and ������
are valid on the left and right of the front� The Rankine�Hugoniot conditions for the contact discontinuity
are 
vN � � � and 
p� � ��

�� Three Front Propagation Algorithms

A tracked wave	 known as a front or curve	 is a piecewise linear representation of a physical wave �a
contact discontinuity in our case�	 which is embedded in the underlying �nite di�erence rectangular grid� A
curve �or front� is a set of piecewise linear segments	 called bonds� Each bond connects two points located
at its two ends� Stored with each point are two states to represent the discontinuity across the wave� An
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Figure ���� A schematic picture of the data used for the normal propagation of a contact discontinuity�

orientation is given along the curve so that we may speak of the left and right states at a point� Therefore	
propagation of the front can be de�ned as updating the position of each point on the front and updating the
corresponding left and right states associated to it at a new time t��t� Operator splitting	 in the rotated

coordinate system ��T � �N�	 allows separate propagation steps in directions normal to and tangent to the
front� The tangential propagation is performed on each side of the front followed by the normal propagation�
Since the solution is smooth during the tangential propagation	 a convenient �nite di�erence scheme	 such as
Lax�Wendro� or MUSCL	 can be used to update the states at each point on the front� Notice that tangential
propagation of points on the front is equivalent to remeshing of the front	 in the limit �t � �	 so it is not
essential to move these points during the tangential update�

In this section we focus on the detailed description of the normal propagation step	 which integrates the
di�erential equations ����� to ������ in one time step �t� This step can be divided into two substeps called
the prediction and correction steps� The prediction step obtains the preliminary wave position through
the solution of a Riemann problem	 which is the leading order term in the propagation of a discontinuity�
This is a one�dimensional Cauchy problem	 with idealized initial conditions consisting of a single jump
discontinuity� The solution will	 in general	 contain a number of waves� Of these	 one is identi�ed with the
discontinuity being tracked� The solution is the correct answer to the non�local problem at t�	 and it is used
to approximate the propagation speeds of the characteristics backward from t � �t to t in the correction
step� The speed and states only give the lowest order approximation of the new interface position at time
t��t� Therefore	 in order to achieve higher accuracy	 further corrections are needed� These corrections are
called the correction step� They couple the front propagation to the interior variation of the solution states
and to source terms due to gravity or the geometry factor�

During the correction step	 a generalized Riemann problem is solved� By this we mean a Cauchy problem
having a single jump discontinuity in the initial data� However	 the initial data on each side of the jump
discontinuity	 rather than being constant	 is now allowed a separate variation	 linear in the distance from
the front point	 on each side of the front� The linear approximation to the nearby interior solution states
is constructed by moving in mesh increments �s away from the point being propagated in the direction of
the normal on either side of the interface� The resulting points for solution evaluation	 called s�l 	 s

�
ll on the

left side of the front in Figure ��� and s�r 	 s
�
rr on the right	 are not	 in general	 regular grid points	 i�e�	 cell

centers corresponding to the rectangular lattice on which the interior states are distributed� The solution
at such points must thus be constructed by interpolation using the regular grid points �cell centers� and
the front states	 but using only states from the same component	 i�e�	 coming from the same side of the
interface� Using the estimated left	 right states for the time t� during the prediction step	 we compute the
sound speeds on the left and right sides	 by which we can locate the feet of the left and right backwards
characteristics de�ned by the normal motion of the front� The states sl�	 sl�	 sr�	 and sr� in Figure ��� at
the feet of the backward characteristics are in turn interpolated from the states s�l 	 s

�
ll and s�r 	 s

�
rr� Now
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we can describe three algorithms to solve this nonlocal Riemann problem as a correction to the previously
discussed �local� Riemann problem during the prediction step�

The �rst algorithm is described as the following� A new right state s�r in Figure ��� is obtained by solving
the Riemann problem with sr� and sr� as the initial conditions� In the same manner we obtain the new left
state s�l � Thus the interior state information from sr�	 sl� is incorporated into the new states s�r	 s

�
l � Then

a new wave speed w� can be computed by solving a Riemann problem with the initial condition formed by
s�r	 s

�
l with a single jump discontinuity� Therefore the new position of the front point can be determined by

the corrected wave speed

w �
�

�
�w� � w� � gN�t��

with w� the estimated wave speed from the prediction step and gN the normal gravity� Finally we need to
correct the states s�l 	 s

�
r due to source terms contributed by cylindrical geometry and gravity according to

������ to �������
We can also correct the states by integrating the characteristic equations	 and applying the Rankine�

Hugoniot conditions	 which is the idea of the second and third algorithms� Let �l�	 �r� be the densities	 pl�	
pr� be the pressures	 vl�	 vr� be the tangential velocities	 cl�	 cr� be the sound speeds for the states sl�	 sr�
at time t� Denote by ul�	 ur� the normal velocities	 pl�	 pr� the pressures	 �l�	 �r� the densities and cl�	
cr� the sound speeds for the states sl� and sr�� We denote by pl	 pr the pressures	 �l	 �r the densities	 ul	
ur the normal velocities and vl	 vr the tangential velocities for the states s�l 	 s

�
r at the new time t � �t�

Then we integrate the system ������ to ������ along the characteristics from t to t��t	 together with the
Rankine�Hugoniot conditions for the contact discontinuity	 to obtain

ul � ul� � �pl � pl�
�l�cl�

� �
cl�ul�N�

rl�
� gN ��t�

ur � ur� �
pr � pr�
�r�cr�

� �
cr�ur�N�

rr�
� gN��t�

pl � pl� � c�l���l � �l���

pr � pr� � c�r���r � �r���

vl � vl��

vr � vr��

pl � pr�

ul � ur�

where rl�	 rr� are the r�coordinates of the positions for the states sl�	 sr�� The above eight equations
have exactly eight unknowns �l	 ul	 vl	 pl and �r	 ur	 vr	 pr� Therefore the new states s�l 	 s

�
r are uniquely

determined� Note in the above method only the states at the old time t are used in the evaluation of the
integration of the source terms in ������ to ������� Therefore it is an explicit �nite di�erencing method�
Hence the computation is cheap� We can achieve higher accuracy by averaging the states at both the old
and new time levels to better approximate the integration of the source terms in the characteristic equations
������ to ������� This is the third algorithm for the correction step� Since it is an implicit method	 we need
to solve an nonlinear equation by a root �nder� Therefore this method requires more computing e�ort than
the second algorithm�

�� Rayleigh�Taylor Instability

���� Introduction� We conducted Rayleigh�Taylor instability simulations using the the three algorithms
described in Section � for the front propagation� The bubble velocity results are almost identical� Therefore
we use algorithm � for front propagation for the remainder of this paper� Di�erences among these algrithms
have been observed for strong untracked waves� However these waves	 in their interaction with a contact
discontinuity	 require di�erent algorithms as is discussed in 
����

The r z � domain of interest is 
r�� r�� � 
z�� z�� � 
�� ���	 with a minimum radius rmin � r� � �� A
light �uid is placed on top of a heavy �uid with the gravitational force pointing upward� This con�guration
is physically unstable� When the �uid is slightly perturbed	 the light and heavy �uids inter�penetrate to
form bubbles of falling light �uid and spikes of rising heavy �uid in the nonlinear stage of the instability
development� �Recall that �g is oriented upwards�� The bubbles and spikes each move toward the opposite
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Figure ���� Front evolution at times t � �	 �	 �	 � for a Rayleigh�Taylor simulation for an
axi�symmetric �ow with light �uid on the top of heavy �uid and gravity pointing upward�
The computational domain is 
������ ������� 
�� ��	 grid size �r � �z � �����	 A � ���	
M� � �����

�uid with accelerated speed� For the single mode disturbance considered here	 this acceleration is decreasing
to zero due to a balance which is established between buoyancy and form drag forces	 leading to a constant
terminal velocity� �In numerical simulations	 this velocity can be oscillatory	 due to overshooting	 in which
case we take the mean value as the terminal velocity�� Our investigation of bubble velocities is carried out
to this terminal velocity region�

We assume the �uid is rotationally symmetric	 i�e� � independent	 so that we can describe the dynamic
change of the �uid interface �contact front� in the r	 z plane� In this study	 we choose r�	 r�	 such that
r� � r� � ���	 and z� � �	 z� � �� The interface perturbation is given by

z � ���� ����� cos

�
�r � r���

r� � r�

�
�

Thus the wave length 
 � �� Gravity is given by �g � �e� � g � ����� We assume the �uid is a polytropic gas

with gamma � � ���� The sound speed c is given by c �
q

�p
�

and the compressibility M� is de�ned by

M� �
g


c�h
�

with ch the sound speed in the heavy �uid� The Atwood number A is

A �
�h � �l
�h � �l

�

where �l ��h� is the light �heavy� �uid density�
In our computation	 we use re�ecting boundary conditions on all boundaries of the �d computational

domain in the r z plane� We choose ���w�x��r as the coe�cient of the linear arti�cial viscosity	 where w�x�
is the maximal wave speed at point x and �r is the mesh size� In Figure ���	 we show the evolution of the
contact �uid interface at times t � �� �� �� �� The grid and physical parameters are� r� � �����	 �r � �����
�r� � ����r�	 A � ���	 M� � ����� At t � �	 we observe vortex formation and roll up of the interface
due to shear layers �for which the tangential component of the velocity is discontinuous�	 which are unstable
according to the Kelvin�Helmholtz instability�
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Figure ���� A convergence test for the simulation of RT instability under mesh re�nement�
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Figure ���� Comparison of bubble velocities between the asymptotic case r� �� and the
purely �D planar case� The velocity plots for curved geometry with r� � ���� and the one
for planar �D geometry are almost identical�
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r� � ����r r� � ����r r� � ��r r� � ��r r� � ���r r� � ���r r� ��
�r � ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����� ���� ����
�r � ����� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ����� �����
�r � ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ���� �����
�r � ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ���� �����

Table ���� Bubble terminal velocities for various mesh sizes and values of r��

���� Mesh Re�nement� In this section	 we present the results of a convergence test under mesh re�nement�
The bubble position is sensitive to numerical error and the bubble velocity is oscillatory in the terminal
velocity region so that the convergence test is demanding� We also present results for convergence of the
amplitude in addition to the bubble velocity� The amplitude is de�ned as half of the di�erence between the
spike and bubble tip positions�

Figure ��� displays the plots for both the bubble velocity and amplitude with a sequence of grid sizes
�r � ����� ������ ������ ������ The grid and physical parameters for the computation in Figure ��� are�
r� � �����	 A � ���	M� � ����� We observe that the di�erence between two successive grid levels is reduced
by half as we move to the next �ner grid level in both bubble velocity and amplitude� Therefore we have
shown that the scheme is �rst�order convergent� This is as expected	 since the code is second order in the
interior and �rst order in the front propagation� hence the motion of the interface is �rst�order accurate�
Also we notice that the amplitude is much smoother than bubble velocity�

We repeat this experiment for A � ���� The results are similar	 and in fact somewhat superior	 and are
not presented here in detail�

���� The Case r� � �� We validate our computation by comparing the asymptotic limit r� � � with
planar geometry� We take r� � ����	 �r � �z � �����	 A � ��� and M� � ����� We recover e�ectively
a two dimensional rectangular case� We compare these simulations to purely �D rectangular geometry
simulations with identical mesh and physical parameters� Figure ��� shows that the bubble velocity plots
for the asymptotic case and the purely �D rectangular case are identical as predicted�

���� The case r� � �� In this subsection	 we study the convergence of the bubble velocity and the e�ect
of r� on the terminal velocity as r� � �� We conducted a numerical experiment for di�erent values of �r
and r���r� Although r� can be arbitrarily small	 our experience shows r� � ����r gives satisfactory results�
The corresponding bubble terminal velocities are listed in Table ����

The bubble velocity for r� � ����r	 ����r	 ��r	 ��r	 ���r	 ���r	 � with �xed �r � ����� is plotted
in Figure ��� �a�� From Figure ��� �a� and Table ���	 �rst we observe that the terminal velocity converges
as r� � � on the grid level �r � ������ Therefore we can regard the terminal velocity for r� � ����r	
�r � ����� as the terminal velocity for the full �D bubble� Secondly	 from Table ��� we see that for each
�xed �r the terminal velocity increases when r� gets smaller� We can explain this monotonicity property as
follows� We can think of r� as measuring the e�ect of curved geometry� Larger r� means less curvature	 so
the bubble evolution occurs in a planar geometry as r� � �� The bubble is almost fully �D circular when
r� is near the origin� Therefore the �D geometrical e�ect increases as r� becomes smaller� Consequently the
bubble velocity gets bigger� Thirdly	 from Figure ��� �a�	 we also observe that the rate of approach to the
terminal velocity region becomes faster when r� gets smaller� Finally	 the bubble terminal velocities varies
modestly for di�erent grid size �r	 with r� �xed�

We also investigate the e�ect of the Atwood number on the bubble velocity� We take r� � �����	 �r �
����� in this study� We choose A � ���	 M� � ���� in the �rst simulation	 A � ���	 M� � ���� in the
second one and A � ���	 M� � ���� in the last case� The bubble velocity plots are illustrated in Figure ���
�b�� From these plots	 we see that the bubble terminal velocity increases as A becomes bigger� We also
notice that the rate of approach to terminal velocity increases as A increases� We also observe overshooting
and strong oscillation in the terminal velocity region when A � ��� and A � ���� This e�ect was previously
observed by Lin 
�� and will be studied in his thesis�
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Figure ���� �a� The convergence of the bubble velocity of RT instability for di�erent r� at
the grid �r � ������ The computational domain is 
r�� r������� 
�� ��	 and A � ���	M� �
����� �b� Comparison of the bubble velocities of RT instability for di�erent Atwood number
A � ���� ���� ��� at the grid �r � ������ The computational domain is 
������ �������
�� ��	
and M� � �����

���� Comparison to Experiment and Theory� The problem of a single axially symmetric bubble rising
in a cylindrical tube of constant cross section was �rst considered by Davies and Taylor 
���� In particular
they studied air bubbles rising through nitrobenzene or water� They gave an approximate theory for the
steady state of the rising bubble and found that the velocity of the vertex of the bubble was

VB 	 �����
p
gR� �����

where R is the radius of the tube and g is the acceleration of the gravity� They also conducted experiments
and gave values of VB�

p
gR from ����� to ������

Later Layzer 
��� analyzed the unsteady problem and gave approximate solution	 which interpolate the
�ow between the initial state of the Rayleigh�Taylor instability and steady state motion of a rising bubble
in a perfect incompressible �uid� He found that the steady state speed for the vertex of bubble is

VB 	 �����
p
gR� �����

Both ����� and ����� were derived from equivalent velocity potential equations� The di�erence is that Davies
and Taylor 
��� chose to satisfy Bernoulli�s equation on the free surface at two distinct points �r � �	 r � R���
rather than in a �rst�order neighborhood of the vertex in Layzer�s model�

Though Davies�Talyor�s formula and Layzer�s model are limited to irrotational incompressible �uid and
A � �	 they have been shown over the years to serve as a useful guide for gaining understanding and estimates
of the instability evolution in two and three dimensions	 even in cases that are of a more complicated nature
than those assumed in the model� It is customary to extend formulas ����� and ����� to A � � through the
de�nition

CA � VB�
p
AgR� �����

and to assume that CA is approximately independent of A� From Table ���	 V num
B��D � ����� for our case

R � ���	 A � ���	 g � ����� We have the coe�cient in ����� Cnum
�D � ���� for A � ���� It is also

interesting to see what happens when A increases� From Figure ���	 we determine Cnum
�D � ��� for A � ���

and Cnum
�D � ����� for A � ���� Therefore our numerical coe�cients in ����� lie approximately within the
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range given in �����	 ����� and Davies and Taylor�s experimental values� For A � �	 Birko� 
��� gave an

A�dependent formula of the coe�cient in ����� by CA 

p
���� �A�	 which predicted the decreasing CA as

A increases� This explains why we observe the moderate decrease of numerical Cnum
�D as A increase�

Now we discuss the comparison in the asymptotic case �rmin ���	 which is equivalent to the problem of
a bubble rising between two parallel walls� Layzer�s potential model also applied to the case of �D bubbles�
He predicted the bubble terminal velocity for the case A � �	 M� � �	 C�D � VB�

p
gR 	 ������ where

now R is half of the wave length� Birko� and Carter 
��� estimated VB�
p
gR in the range ���������� Some

experimental evidence is given by the photographic observations of Russell Du� 
���� His measured value
of VB�

p
gR 	 ���� was about ��� greater than the value given by Birko��Carter 
���� Birko��Carter 
���

pointed out this discrepancy might have been largely a side�wall e�ect� Using a di�erence�di�erential equation
derived from the free�boundary condition	 Garabedian 
��� established a lower bound

VB�
p
gR � ������ �����

From Table ��� or Fig ���	 V num
B��D � ����� for our case R � ���	 A � ���	 g � ����	 M� � ����� Therefore

Cnum
�D � ���� for this case	 which is about �� higher than the lower bound in ����� and ��� lower than

Du��s experiment� Studies in two dimensions 
���� indicate that C�D increase slowly with M�	 so our result
is generally consistent with the incompressible theory�

Recently more theoretical models have been developed for Rayleigh�Taylor �RT� and Richtmyer�Meshkov
�RM� instabilities� Following the same idea as Layzer 
���	 Zu�ria 
���� introduced another potential �ow
model for single as well as mutiple bubbles in two dimensions� In this model	 the velocity potential has a point
source	 while the velocity potential is analytical function in Layzer�s model� Hecht	 Alon and Shrvarts 
���
extended the work of Lazer 
��� to two�dimensional single�mode evolution as well as two�bubble competition	
for both the RT and RM instabilities	 the latter treated in an impulse approximation� The model predicts
that the asymptotic velocity of a single�mode RM bubble of wavelength 
 decays as 
t��	 in contrast with
the constant asymptotic velocity attained in the RT case� For �D incompressible bubbles with square �as
opposed to circular� cross section	 Abarzhi 
�� calculated VB�

p
gR � �����	 which is bigger than the circular

case�

�� Richtmyer�Meshkov Instability

���� Introduction� The shock induced Richtmyer�Meshkov �RM� instability is closely related to Rayleigh�
Taylor instability� When a shock wave collides with a material interface between �uids of di�erent densities	
perturbations on the interface are accelerated� Therefore RM and RT instabilities show common features
such as the formation of bubbles and spikes� But the dynamics of RM and RT are quite di�erent qualitatively�
First	 RM instability always exists	 whether the shock hits the interface from the light to heavy or heavy to
light directions while RT instability only occurs with acceleration pointing toward the light �uid� Secondly	
for RT instability the gravity exists throughout all time	 while for the RM instability the shock leaves once
it transits the material interface� Therefore in later time the single mode RT instability reaches a constant
terminal velocity which does not exist in RM instability� Instead the perturbation growth rate in a single
mode RM instability will decay after reaching its peak value�

In recent years	 extensive research in RM instability has occured in modeling	 experiment and simulation�
Much of this literature is focused on planar geometry 
�	 ��	 ��	 ��	 �	 ���	 ��	 ��	 �	 ��	 ��	 ��	 �	
��	 ��	 �	 ��	 ��	 ���	 ���	 ���	 ����� Recently some advances have been made in curved geometry	 for
which we refer to Zhang and Graham 
���	 ����	 Muller	 Fryxell and Arnett 
���	 Mikaelian 
��	 Hass and
Sturtevant 
���	 Kuhl 
���	 Sod 
��	 Tubbs et al� 
����	 and Chrien et al� 
���� Here we will study the
RM instability of three dimensional axisymmetrical �ow in spherical geometry� The general features of an
RM unstable interface in spherical geometry are the following� As a spherical incident shock travels in the
radial direction and collides with the perturbed material interface	 it bifurcates into a transmitted shock and
re�ected wave� This stage is known as the wave bifurcation stage or a shock�contact interaction stage� At
the end of the bifurcation stage	 both the transmitted shock and re�ected wave detach from the material
interface� One wave propagates toward the origin	 and the other wave propagates away from the origin�
For an open geometry	 this outgoing wave will not interact with the material interface again� Accelerated
by the incident shock	 the material interface becomes unstable and �ngers grow to form bubbles of light
�uid and spikes of heavy �uid� The wave which moves toward the origin generates a pressure singularity
at the origin	 and is then re�ected outward� As this re�ected wave propagates outward	 it interacts with
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Figure ���� Interface extrema data for a spherical Richtmyer�Meshkov simulation for a �D
axi�symmetric �ow with a shock of Mach number ��� imploding from air to SF	 with an
interface perturbed initially by � periods of sinusoidal waves� Phase inversion takes place
between t � �� and t � ��� Left� growth rate� Right� amplitude�

the material interface again	 a process known as reshock� Wave bifurcation occurs again	 and this cycle
continues� Therefore the material interface is reshocked many times	 though each time the shock strength is
weaker� Our experiment will be carried out for the shock imploding case	 in which the initial shock moves
into the material interface toward the origin�

���� Spherical Geometry� In this section we investigate the Richtmyer�Meshkov instability for three di�
mensional axi�symmetric �ow in spherical geometry� We present a detailed study of the grow rate of the
�ngers at the unstable interface�

The �r� z� computational domain is 
r�� r��� 
z�� z��	 with z� � �z� � �� We choose r� � ��r for a grid
size �r� The origin is denoted by P� � �r�� ��� Let � denote the distance from any point in the computational
domain to P�� The contact surface is located at the perturbed circle � � �� � a� cos�m� with a� the initial
amplitude	 m the frequency	 and  the azimuthal angle from the r�axis to the ray joining P� to the point at
the contact� In our experiment	 the inner �uid is SF	 and the outer �uid is air� We place the incident shock
wave in the air at the circle � � �� � ��	 and moving toward to the origin� Due to the rotational symmetry
about the z�axis	 we are considering a spherical imploding problem� The initial con�guration of the system
contains three regions� the region behind the incident shock	 the region between the incident shock and the
perturbed �uid interface	 and the region enclosed within the perturbed interface� The states ahead of the
shock are initialized by the prescription of the densities inside and outside of the contact surface	 the pressure
and the velocities of two �uids� The state behind the shock is determined by a prescription of the pressure
behind the shock front or the Mach number or the speed of the shock� Re�ecting boundary condition is used
at the left side	 i�e� r � r� axis� Flow�through boundary conditions are applied at top	 bottom and right
boundaries of the domain so that outbound waves will exit the domain� The physical parameters for our
simulations are� the Atwood number A � ���	 the initial amplitude and wave length ratio a��
 � ����	 the
frequency m � � and the shock Mach number M � ����

The same front propagation algorithm used for RT simulation has been applied to RM simulations� SF	
has greater density	 so spikes are outward pointing �ngers of heavy �SF	� �uid� bubbles are inward pointing
�ngers of air� The main quantities of interests are the amplitude a and the growth rate v which are de�ned
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Figure ���� Left� spike velocity� Right� bubble velocity	 for the same simulation as in Fig ���

as�

a �
�

�
��sp � �bb��

v �
�

�
�vsp � vbb��

where �sp and �bb are the distances from the origin P� to the tips of the spike and the bubble respectively	
while vsp and vbb are the spike and bubble tip velocities in the radial direction� We ran the simulation
up to T � ��� The evolution of the front is shown in Fig� �������� The growth rate and amplitude are
plotted in Fig� ���� From this �gure we �rst note that at the initial time the amplitude is reduced and the
growth rate becomes negative� This is because the interface is compressed by the higher pressure behind
the shock as the shock moves into the interface� After the shock is transmitted through the interface	 we
see that the growth rate has accelerated sharply� An interesting phenomenon from Fig� ��� is the sudden
upturn at t � � in the growth rate� This can be explained as follows� Secondary and tertiary waves exist
behind the transmitted shock and re�ected waves� These waves are associated with curvature of the primary
transmitted and re�ected waves and were studied carefully by Holmes 
��� in the planar case� At early time	
when the transmitted shock and re�ected wave is close to the contact front	 these secondary and tertiary
waves suppress the growth of the interface� As the shock moves further away from the interface	 the e�ect
of the secondary waves gets weaker thereby allowing the growth rate upturn at t � �� It is more illustrative
to plot bubble and spike velocities separately� Fig� ��� shows that the sudden upturn occurs mainly in the
spike velocity	 which suggests that the secondary wave is much stronger in the re�ected wave�

By time t � �	 the growth rate reaches its peak and at t � � starts to slow down� The decay of growth
rate is a distinct feature for RM instability in contrast to a constant terminal velocity for RT instability�
The decay of the growth rate is also well con�rmed by theories and simulations in planar geometry 
��	 ����

From Fig� ���	 we see the transmitted shock is about to converge to the origin at t � ��� It is interesting
to note that the growth rate has a downturn around this time� Note the long tail spike�shape wave evident
behind the shock at t � ��	 as demonstrated in Fig� ���� At t � ����	 the shock wave has already re�ected
from the origin� The spike wave also moves outward and impinges on the material interface� Therefore at
this time	 the amplitude reaches its peak and starts to fall and the growth rate becomes negative	 see Fig� ����
Then the growth rate continues to fall due to the outward movement of the shock wave until t � �� at which
time we observe a small oscillation both in the growth rate �Fig ���� and the bubble velocity �Fig ����� In
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Figure ���� Spike and bubble heights for a spherical Richtmyer�Meshkov simulation for a
�D axi�symmetric �ow with a shock of Mach number ��� imploding from air to SF	 with
interface perturbed initially by � periods of sinusoidal waves� The spike height measures the
maximal radial distance from the origin to the point on the interface and bubble height is
de�ned as the minimal radial distance from the origin to the interface� After the reshock
at t � ��	 the bubble and spike become increasingly dynamic and unstable as shown by the
increasing spike height and decreasing bubble height�

the front evolution plot �Fig� ����	 we see the tips of the secondary spike wave ahead of the re�ected shock
wave just hit the bubble tips at time t � ���� prior to the reshock which occurs at t � ��� Between t � ��
and t � ��	 the re�ected shock front is near the interface and the �ow gradients near that wave are not
small� Therefore one can expect the �uctuation of the solution which leads to the oscillation�

From the front evolution plot �Fig� ���	 we see that the shock hits the interface for the second time at
t � ��	 an event which is called the reshock� From the growth rate plot �Fig� ����	 we see the growth rate
has a sharp drop at t � �� due to phase inversion� When the incident shock implodes from light �uid to
heavy as in the �rst passage of the shock	 there is no phase inversion	 whereas the phase inversion does occur
when shock explodes from heavy to light at the time of reshock� At t � ��	 we see the bubble has been
�ipped in phase and started to move outward� In Fig� ���	 there is a discontinuous jump in spike velocity
at t � �� when the phase inversion is just completed and the original bubbles become the new spikes and
the original spikes become the new bubbles� The phase inversion is also clearly demonstrated in the front
picture �Fig� ����� This discontinuity in spike velocity is mainly responsible for the jump in the growth rate	
see Fig� ���� It is interesting to note that reshock is much more dynamic than the �rst passage of the shock�
First	 we see the growth rate has a jump from negative to positive which is even higher than the peak growth
rate before the reshock within an amount of the time which is small compared to the gradual growth of
the perturbation after the �rst passage of the shock� Fig� ��� and Fig� ��� also show this dynamic change
after reshock� Secondly	 we see that the �uid becomes much more unstable after reshock	 a fact which is
demonstrated by the high degree of oscillation in the growth rate after t � �� �Fig� �����
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Figure ���� A �r� z� cross�sectional view of the growth of instabilities in a spherical
Richtmyer�Meshkov simulation for a �D axi�symmetric �ow with a SF	 spherical ball sur�
rouded by air� In each pair	 the left frame represents density and the right pressure� In the
left pair	 at t � �	 the spherical shock is moving radially toward origin and just about to
hit the sinusoidal perturbed SF	�air interface� In the right pair	 at t � �	 both the inward
transmitted shock and outward re�ected wave are leaving the neigborhood of the interface
and the perturbation has grown at an increased speed� The initial amplitude to wave length
ratio a��
 is ����� The shock Mach number M is ���� The Atwood number A is ���� The
number of periods of sinusoidal wave perturbation is m � ��

Figure ���� In the left pair	 at t � �	 the pressure frame shows that the re�ected wave is
starting to exit the domain� In the right pair	 at t � ��	 the transmitted shock is about to
converge to the origin and a long tail spike�shaped secondary wave is noticeable�

After reshock we also observed the e�ects of Kelvin�Helmholtz instability acting on the spikes	 forming
the beginning of the familiar mushroom caps	 see Fig� ���� At later time	 the nonlinear �nger growth has
formed into full bubbles of the light �uid and spikes of heavy �uid� One can also see that the transmitted
shock is moving outward and the re�ected wave is moving towards the origin� This time the secondary wave
behind the re�ected wave is clearly evident on the front picture �Fig� ��� and �����
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Figure ���� In the left pair	 at t � ����	 the shock has re�ected back from the orgin and
the spike wave is moving outward� In the right pair	 at t � ����	 the tips of the spike wave
just hit the bubble tips of the material interface�

Figure ���� In the left pair	 at t � ��	 the re�ected shock is starting to hit the interface
for the second time	 an event called reshock� In the right pair	 at t � ��	 phase inversion is
taking place since the shock is transmitting the interface from a heavy �uid to a light one�

A very interesting phenomenon we observed is that the spikes at the north and south poles are leaning
toward to the rotational axis� But the spikes lean toward the z�axis in a much weaker way at ���degrees and
show almost perfect symmetry near the equator� We show in the next section that this asymmetry property
is a distinct feature of axi�symmetric �ows	 which do not possess a symmetry of rotation in the azimuthal
angle �

���� Asymmetry� In order to prove that the azimuthal asymmetry is a physical property for the spherical
RM simulation in the previous section	 we conduct two experiments for a three dimensional axi�symmetric
�uid in cylindrical geometry�

In the �rst experiment	 we place air on top of SF	 in a rectangular domain with the contact interface
given by three periods of sine waves� The incident shock is generated in the air and moving downward into
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Figure ��	� In the left pair	 at t � ��	 the inversion has just completed and the growth
rate has jumped from negative to positive� A very complicated wave structure is displayed
in the pressure picture which shows that reshock is much more dynamic than the �rst shock�
In the right pair	 at t � ����	 the vortex rolling of the interface is observed� The secondary
wave behind the re�ected wave is noticeable�

Figure ��
� At t � ��	 full bubbles and spikes have formed� The asymmetry is most
noticeable at the spikes near the north and south poles�

SF	� Neumann boundary condition are applied at the bottom of the computational domain so that the
shock will re�ect once it hits the lower boundary� Flow�through boundary conditions are imposed on the
top of the domain	 and re�ecting boundary conditions are imposed on the left and right sides of the domain�
The physical parameters are� the initial amplitude to wave length ratio a��
 � �����	 the Mach number of
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Figure ����� The front evolution before reshock at times t � �� ��� ��� �� in a cylindrical
Richtmyer�Meshkov simulation for a �D axi�symmetric �ow with light �uid �air� on the top
of heavy �uid �SF	�� The initial perturbation and wave length ratio a��
 is ������ The
shock Mach number M is ���� The Atwood number A is ���� The number of periods of
sinusoidal wave perturbation m � �� A Neumann boundary condition is located at the
bottom of the domain� Intially at t � � the shock in the air travels downward toward the
sinusoidally perturbed SF	�air interface� At t � ��	 the transmitted shock is about to hit
the re�ecting wall� At t � ��	 the shock has re�ected and moves upward� Reshock is about
to occur at t � ���

Figure ����� The front evolution after reshock at times t � ��� ��� �� �� in a cylindrical
Richtmyer�Meshkov simulation for a �D axi�symmetric �ow with light �uid �air� on the top
of heavy �uid �SF	�� Asymmetry of the spike near rmin grows with time�

the shock M � ���	 and the Atwood number A � ���� We ran the simulation up to T � ��� The evolution
of the front at times t � �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� �� is demonstrated in Fig� ���� and ���� and the amplitude
and growth rate are plotted in Fig� ����� In Fig�����	 the asymmetry is not noticeable before reshock� After
the reshock	 Fig� ����	 the asymmetry increases with time� At t � �� we observe the bubble position at
the left boundary is signi�cantly lower than the bubble at the right boundary� At t � ��	 we observe the
same phenomenon as in the spherical simulation	 that is	 the spike leans toward the rotational axis near rmin
and the bubble grows faster at the left boundary than in other locations� We notice that this asymmetry is
r�dependent	 that is	 the degree of the asymmetry is stronger as r is closer to the rmin	 which justi�es the
observation that in the spherical simulations strong asymmetry occurs in the north and south poles	 weak
asymmetry at the �ngers at ���	 while we saw symmetric �ngers near the equator due to the the minimal
variation of ��r�
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Figure ����� Interface extrema data for a cylindrical Richtmyer�Meshkov simulation of a
�D axi�symmetric �ow with a shock of Mach number ��� moving downward from air to SF	
with the interface perturbed by � periods of sinusoidal waves intially� Plot �a� for growth
rate and plot �b� for amplitude�

Figure ����� Front evolution without reshock at times t � �� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� in a cylin�
drical Richtmyer�Meshkov simulation for a �D axi�symmetric �ow with light �uid �air� on
the top of heavy �uid �SF	� with the interface perturbed by single period sinusoidal wave
and the initial shock in air traveling downward toward the interface� The initial amplitude
to wave length ratio a��
 is ����� The shock Mach number M is ���� The Atwood number
A is ���� The bubble at the left boundary moves downward faster than the bubble at the
right bounday� The asymmetry of the spike becomes stronger as time increases�
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Figure ����� Interface extrema data for a cylindrical Richtmyer�Meshkov simulation for a
�D axi�symmetric �ow with a shock of Mach number ��� moving downward from air to SF	
with the single period sinusoidal perturbed interface intially� Plot �a� for growth rate and
plot �b� for amplitude�

It remains to be answered why the asymmetry is not noticeable before reshock� Is the asymmetry caused
by reshock� In order to answer this question	 we conduct the second experiment� We make the domain
three times as long in the z�direction as before so we can observe the growth of perturbation for a long time
without a reshock e�ect� The initial amplitude to wave length ratio a��
 is set to be ����	 which is about
��� times as large as in the �rst experiment	 and comparable to the interface perturbation at the time of
reshock	 with other physical parameters unchanged� From the front evolution picture �Fig� �����	 we see
that the asymmetry increases with time� The growth rate and amplitude are plotted in Fig� ���� Therefore
the asymmetry is not caused by reshock	 but by the larger initial perturbation amplitude�

From these two experiments we can draw the following conclusions� First	 the cause of the �nger asym�
metry is the variation of ��r	 which is stronger as r � rmin� Therefore the degree of asymmetry is dependent
on the r�coordinate� Secondly	 the degree of asymmetry and time for it to occur also depends on the ini�
tial perturbation amplitude of the material interface� This explains why asymmetry is much stronger after
reshock� This asymmetry property can also explained from both mathematical and physical points of view�

We note that the z�velocity v� and the normal velocity vN are very close near the left and right boundaries�
The radial source term in the normal momentum equation ����� is � �

r
�v�NN�� From the front plot �Fig� �����	

we observe that N�	 which is the r�component of the normal N 	 has a di�erent sign near r � r� and r � r�	
though the di�erence is quite small� Therefore the source is bigger near r� than it is near r�	 which leads to
asymmetrical growth of the front� We can also explain the asymmetry in a di�erent way� Suppose the initial
perturbation in �r� z� cross�section plane is given by z � a� sin�mr�� In axisymmetric runs these modes
correspond to cylindrical rings about the z�axis� In the incompressible case the amount of mass in each ring
is proportional to the average radius of the ring times the �r� z� area of the mode� In particular for a single
mode the mass on the outer side of the ring is greater than the mass in the inner side because of the greater
radius of the outer edge� This means the center of mass of the ring does not lie on the desired symmetry
line� This will generate a momentum moment that should create a net force on the ring that will drive the
ring away from symmetry� More precisely	 the �uid velocity is bigger at the inner edge than the outer edge
by the mass conservation law� This is exactly what we have observed in our numerical experiments�
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Figure ����� Front evolution at t � �� �� before the reshock for a Richtmyer�Meshkov
simulation with rmin � � solved in �r� z� cylindrical coordinates with the same physical
parameters as the ones used for the spherical simulation in Section ���� This simulation cor�
responds to a Richtmyer�Meshkov instability driven by a circular shock in a two dimentional
plane�

Figure ����� Front evolution at t � ��� �� after the reshock for a Richtmyer�Meshkov
simulation with rmin � � solved in �r� z� cylindrical coordinates with the same physical
parameters as the ones used for the spherical simulation in Section ���� Notice that perfect
symmetry of the spikes is preserved�

���� Recovery of �D Cylindrical Geometry� In this section	 we conduct two experiments to compare
the asymptotic case to �D cylindrical geometry�

The �rst experiment uses the �r� z� cylindrical coordinates with the computational domain 
����� ������

�� ��� In the second experiment we compute RM simulation in �D cylindrical geometry in pure rectangular
coordinates �x� y� with the computational domain 
�� ���
�� ��� For both experiments	 the physical parameters
are the same as the ones used in the spherical simulation in section ���� Fig� ���� and ���� show that
symmetry is perfectly preserved during the front evolution	 which agrees with our prediction since the radial
source terms are essentially equal to zero when r is huge� Fig� ��� displays excellent agreement for the
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Figure ����� Comparison of growth rates of interface perturbation beween two Richtmyer�
Meshkov instabilites solved by the cylindrical coordinates �r� z� with the computational
domain 
����� ������ 
�� �� and the rectangular coordinates �x� y� with the computational
domain 
�� ��� 
�� ��� A perfect agreement ls shown up to t � ���

growth rates for the two solutions using di�erent coordinate systems� Therefore the �D axi�symmetrical
�ow when rmin �� has converged perfectly to �D cylindrical geometry� We also note RM in the spherical
geometry exhibits a much richer and more complicated wave structure than in the �D cylindrical geometry
by comparing the front evolution pictures Figs ��� and ���	 and Fig �����

�� Conclusions

We have presented front propagating algorithms for computing the Rayleigh�Taylor and Richtmyer�
Meshkov instabilities in axi�symmetric cylindrical and spherical geometries� We obtained the terminal
velocity for a �D circular bubble in a Rayleigh�Taylor simulation through the convergence of bubble ve�
locities as rmin � �� This provides an e�cient way to compute the �D circular bubble since our calculation
is based on a �D computation which reduces the computer time enormously compared to a full �D run	 and
the cylindrical grid lines �t the circular geometry of the bubble better than the full �D rectangular grid
structure to reduce numerical error�

Our algorithms are validated throughly by comparing the computed RT bubble velocity to experimental
and theoretical predictions in both �D and �D cases� We applied these algorithms to compute an imploding
spherical shell in RM instability� We have successfully simulated the complicated wave interaction for
convergent geometry	 reshock and phase inversion� A qualitative growth rate analysis is also presented for
the front evolution� Axi�symmetric simulation provides an ideal model for studying a variety of �uid�mechanic
e�ects related to interface instabilties in spherical geometry� From our simulations	 we discovered that the
initial �r� z� azimuthal rotation symmetry can not be preserved in time� We proved that this asymmetry
feature is a physical property for axi�symmetric �ows�
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